
Peak Experience serves as a foundational release, 
establishing a robust framework for forthcoming 
updates. Our strategic approach focuses on 
adaptability and longevity. It’s our commitment to 
ensure that Pinnacle Lite continually positions your 
organization at the forefront of innovation.

FUTURE-PROOF  
FUNCTIONALITY

EMPOWERED USER 
The Peak Experience offers a nimbler platform 
experience by eliminating unnecessary steps 
and surfacing buried features. With less time 
spent digging for resources and more time spent 
learning, users will accomplish their objectives 
faster and reduce the turnaround time between 
training learned and training applied.

USER EXPERIENCE UPDATES  
Quicker searching and filtering 

Faster library load times 

Responsive content for improved course consumption 

Engaging Proficiency Tracking.

“The introduction of the Peak Experience for Pinnacle Lite marks a pivotal milestone in the evolution of the Pinnacle 
Series platform. By attentively responding to customer feedback and market dynamics, we’re not just meeting 
present needs but laying the groundwork for future-forward learning experiences within Pinnacle Series.”

-Steve Biver,  
COO, Eagle Point Software









PEAK EXPERIENCE  
IS COMING TO PINNACLE LITE
The new Peak Experience for Pinnacle Lite offers 
updated visuals, improved user experience, and a 
commitment to future excellence. Here’s what to 
expect.

SLEEK NEW INTERFACE 
Tailor your workspace to match your business’s 
distinct identity, maximize user productivity, and 
encourage course exploration. Enable easier and 
more efficient platform navigation and faster 
feature discovery. 

INTUITIVE NAVIGATION
Experience the Peak Advantage: Our platform 
intelligently surfaces the most relevant content 
tailored specifically to your needs, ensuring 
effortless navigation and eliminating  
accessibility barriers.

Simplifies future feature and content development. 
 
Speeds up response to market and customer demands. 

Enhances scalability for frictionless growth.







WHAT IS A  
FOUNDATIONAL RELEASE?

NAVIGATION UPDATES
   User-Friendly Interface: Simple, 

graphical layout for easy navigation.  

   Advanced Organization: Keep learning 
history and certifications close at hand.  

   Quick Access: Course bookmarks so 
users can pick up right where they left 
off. 

   Intuitive Workflows: Simplified task 
processes.










